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The GOJ-Trust Fund Program on Development of Fish 

Diseases Surveillance System held its second progress and 

planning meeting at SEAFDEC/AQD in Tigbauan, Iloilo, 

Philippines on 2 March 2006.  In attendance were 15 Project 

implementors, including Supranee Chinabut, Somkiat 

Kanchankhan, Thitiporn Laoprasert, and Paveena 

Taveekijakarn of the Aquatic Animal Health Research Institute 

in Thailand, Agus Sunarto and Taukhid from the Fish Health 

Research Laboratory in Indonesia; and Celia Lavilla-Pitogo, 

Gilda Lio-Po, Leobert de la Peña, Edgar Amar, and Eleonor 

Tendencia from SEAFDEC/AQD in the Philippines.  Dr. 

Takaji Iida, the Director of the Aquatic Animal Health Division 

of the National Research Institute of Aquaculture (NRIA), 

Fisheries Research Agency (FRA) of Japan, attended the 

meeting as an external evaluator.  Mr. Ikuya Tanaka from the 

SEAFDEC Secretariat in Bangkok attended the meeting on 

behalf of Mr. Shintaro Suzuki, SEAFDEC Deputy Secretary-

General and Government of Japan-Trust Fund Manager. 

AQD Chief Dr. Rolando Platon opened the meeting, 

welcomed everyone to AQD, and cited the significant 

accomplishments of Phase I (2000-2004), the results of which 

were very much appreciated by the Member Countries and the 

private sector.  Program Leader and AQD Deputy Chief Dr. 

Koichi Okuzawa led the discussions.  The Meeting reviewed 

and evaluated the progress of the research conducted in 2005, 

discussed ways to improve the implementation of projects, and 

prepared the research plans for 2006.  All the study leaders 

presented the research outputs in 2005 and plans for 2006.   

Some discussion focused on koi herpes virus (KHV) 

disease.  GL Po and LD de la Peña presented the results and the 

problems encountered in their study, Comparison of 
characteristics of KHV isolates from Asia, which is being 

funded by the Ministry of Agriculture through the FRA.  Then 

Meeting of the Regional Fish Diseases Program, at AQD Iloilo, 2 March 2006 Some participants visit AQD’s Igang Marine Station 

Regional Fish Diseases Program holds annual planning meeting 

the participants considered:  

�� the implications of the inconsistency of diagnostic results 

for koi samples found positive with KHV disease 

�� the trade implications for a country where positive KHV 

diagnosis is obtained 

�� the use of in-situ hybridization as a more sensitive 

detection method for KHV 

�� listing of KHV in the Office International Epizooties 

 

The Meeting discussed technical and administrative 

problems in fish diseases surveillance and monitoring. In the 

end, the Meeting came to the following resolutions: 

 

�� Create a Committee among SEAFDEC Member Countries 

to harmonize or standardize the systems and techniques  

for fish diseases surveillance and monitoring 

�� Develop and improve the capability of fish health 

specialists in Southeast Asia 

�� Facilitate the access of Member Countries to scientific 

information on fish diseases 

 

The Meeting was formally closed by Mr. Ikuya Tanaka, 

who was impressed with the presentations and saw the efforts 

extended by each study leader for the Project.  He expressed 

the hope that with funding from the Government of Japan, the 

Project will continue to yield additional benefits for the 

aquaculture industry. 

Some of the participants visited AQD’s Igang Marine 

Station and Dumangas Brackishwater Station, escorted by 

Deputy Chief K Okuzawa and Fish Health Section Head CL 

Pitogo. 

NC Bantillo 
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Participants visit a private farm rearing grouper in cages in Rusau Jaya  

Workshop on Mariculture Development in West Kalimantan  
 

WG Yap and TD Mallare 

S EAFDEC/AQD conducted a Workshop on Mariculture 

Development in West Kalimantan, Indonesia on 20-23 

March 2006, the third in a series under the ASEAN Human 

Resources Development Project on Sustainable Fisheries in the 

Brunei Indonesia Malaysia Philippines East Asia Growth Area 

(BIMP-EAGA).  The workshop was held in Singkawang City, 

about three hours drive over good roads from the provincial 

capital Pontianak. Eight of the ten participants were technical 

staff of the Aquaculture Division of the Provincial Fisheries 

Service of West Kalimantan Province and two were instructors 

from the Pontianak National Fisheries High School.  During the 

opening program, Singkawang Mayor Dr. Haji Ishak Awang 

welcomed the participants, the resource persons, and two 

officials from the Ministry of Marine Affairs and Fisheries: 

Director Dr. Soen’an Poernomo of the Center of Fisheries 

Training and Education, and Secretary Ir. Rahmat Ibrahim of 

the Directorate General of Aquaculture (Ir. Ibrahim attended the 

first NACA-SEAFDEC training course in 1982). 

As requested by the Indonesian government, the workshop 

in Singkawang focused on grouper culture. The AQD team 

consisted of WG Yap (who talked about responsible 

aquaculture and project planning and development, DR Chavez 

(grouper hatchery, nursery, and pond culture), and Training 

Officer TD Mallare. Two lecturers were invited from the 

Gondol Research Institute for Mariculture in Bali, namely: 

Tatam Sutarmat (grouper farming in cages) and Des Roza (fish 

diseases and health management).  During the workshop, the 

participants worked as three teams to prepare technical and 

financial briefs for: 

�� Nursery of tiger grouper Epinephelus fuscoguttatus 

�� Cage culture of tiger grouper 

�� Cage culture of humpback grouper Cromileptes altivelis 
 

After the workshop, the participants and the resource 

persons visited a grouper farm in Dabong Village, Kubu 

District near the mouth of Rasau Jaya River. Even with a speed 

boat powered by a 120 hp outboard motor, the trip still took 

more than an hour along nearly pristine mangrove forests. 

Under the ASEAN HRD Project, two training sessions 

were scheduled for Indonesia, the second being a hands-on 

training on grouper hatchery for extension workers and selected 

farmers, again in West Kalimantan, during the third quarter this 

year. However, there is no hatchery in West Kalimantan for 

such training, so an alternative was proposed. Dr. Soen’an 

Poernomo suggested a shift to some aspects of freshwater 

aquaculture instead. Towards this end, Dr. Soen’an arranged for 

the AQD team to visit the West Kalimantan Central Freshwater 

Hatchery in Anjungan (an hour away from Pontianak) and 

determine the feasibility of conducting the second training 

there.  Indeed, Kalimantan has enormous freshwater resources 

and freshwater aquaculture can increase food and livelihood for 

farmers and fishers. 

BIMP-EAGA Training-Workshop on Mariculture Development in West Kalimantan, 20-23 March 2006 

Lecturers from Gondol Research Institute for 
Mariculture in Bali 
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Equinox at the Equator             by WG Yap 

I ndonesia has the distinction of being the only country in Asia 

where the equator passes through.  Of the 11 other countries, 

four are in Latin America (Ecuador one of them) and seven in 

Africa.  In Indonesia the equator actually passes through three 

locations in as many islands: Pontianak in West Kalimantan, 

Halmahera in Maluku (Mollucas), and Padang in West 

Sumatra.  The Equator Monument in Pontianak is the biggest 

and most well known and Pontianak is referred to as the Kota 

Khatulistiwa or Equator City. 

An equinox at the equator is an occasion that is marked by 

a celebration —at least in Indonesia. People come to the 

equator during the equinox to experience seeing all shadows 

‘disappear’ when the sun is directly overhead.  This 

phenomenon can actually be observed for three days twice a 

year: March 21 to 23 and September 21 to 23.  On 22 March 

2006, we stopped at the equator marker in Batulayan district 

about 5 km from downtown Pontianak, the capital of West 

Kalimantan.  We were told that visitors had come from Brunei 

and Malaysia (the other two countries on Borneo Island).        

The Tugu Khatulistiwa or Equator Monument is an 

impressive concrete and steel structure. A Dutch Astronomical 

Expedition Team built the earliest monument in 1928. Since 

then, it had undergone two improvements, once in 1938 when 

the marker was enlarged following the same design. It was 

further enlarged in 1990 so that the present marker is actually 

five times the size of the original. An air-conditioned exhibition 

hall at the base of the monument gives out certificates to 

visitors to attest to their visit.  Too bad, we got there past 5 pm.  

Pontianak is an old community. The Sultanate of Pontianak  

was founded by Arab adventurers in 1771.  Pontianak now has 

a population of about half a million. It used to be the center of 

the gold industry in Borneo, but now its main products are 

rubber and palm oil.  It is also famous for tangerines, which are 

produced in large quantities and shipped to Java and the other 

islands. When in Pontianak or elsewhere in West Kalimantan 

always order a glass of air jeruk – freshly squeezed tangerine 

juice— and savor its refreshing and tangy natural sweetness. 

Pontianak actually sits on a vast wetland— mangroves 

criss-crossed by rivers.  One such river, Kapuas, is Indonesia’s 

largest river system.  Many of the coastal communities are 

accessible only by boat.   With such a swampy coastline it is no 

wonder that there is no circumferential road around the island 

of Borneo. All the major roads are built inland. 

Located 160 km north of Pontianak, Singkawang is unique 

in Indonesia because its population of 150 000 is mostly 

Chinese (42% according to the Culture and Tourism Service). 

The Chinese were originally brought there to work in the gold 

mines of what was then known as the Sambas Kingdom.       

The name Singkawang apparently evolved from the original 

name the Chinese settlers gave the place— ‘San Keow Jung’ 

which means ‘mountain, estuary, river’ in either Hakka or Kheh 

dialect. The name appropriately describes the location of the 

place. Because of its ethnic makeup, Singkawang has many 

Chinese temples with distinctive curved roofing and red paint.  

Right behind a major Chinese temple in the heart of the city is 

the Masjid Raya or Grand Mosque. Tolerance and harmony 

among different cultures characterize West Kalimantan. 

Singkawang is also known as Little Hongkong.  Its thriving 

ceramic industry makes all sizes of ceramic products with 

typical Chinese designs and motifs.  Tofu freaks will enjoy 

Singkawang— it has the best tahu in Indonesia, ranging from 

the very soft and watery  tahu as we know it in the Philippines, 

to the firmer tokwa,  to a dry paper-like kulit tahu or tahu skin.  

The Chinese influence in Singkawang was evident in the 

breakfast served at the hotel: first day, porridge with salted 

radish, peanuts and crullers; second day, fried kwe tiao noodles. 

Traditional Indonesian breakfast of lontong (similar to suman 

but non-sticky rice) with a curry-like dish was served only on 

the last day.                             

The Tugu Khatulistiwa or Equator Monument in Pontianak 

Chinese temple in downtown Singkawang; Grand Mosque in the background 
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AQD’s Women 
 

March 8 is International Women’s Day and the month of March 

has been declared as International Women’s Month.  In the 

Philippines, the various agencies associated with women’s 

concerns wave their banner campaign with this year’s theme, 

“CEDAW ng Bayan: Karapatan ng Kababaihan!”  CEDAW, 

the Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against 

Women, is a United Nations treaty ratified by the Philippines in 

1981.  CEDAW is the international bill of rights of women—it 

aims to make women aware of their rights, remove stereotypes, 

highlight their strengths and power, and ultimately restore 

women’s dignity and respect for women. 

     Until recently, women scientists were not on equal footing 

with the men.  Women were not considered for promotion to 

management-level offices and nor allowed into men’s 

recreational lounges. Women were relegated to support tasks. 

Despite the discrimination, women scientists persevered and 

emerged as significant contributors to scientific knowledge.   

       SEAFDEC/AQD is a curiosity.  Although it has more men 

on the staff, there are more women holding permanent 

positions, most of them in research. AQD women scientists are 

a choice class of  scientists, reaping awards and distinctions, at 

par with their global counterparts. Actively working with men 

colleagues, they have both careers and families, thrive with 

grace under pressure, and persevere in their pursuit of 

knowledge and excellence.   

AQD salutes its  women!!  
JHP, Celia, Gilda, Gigi, Mila P, Fely, Remia, Maila, 
Zenith, Babes, Fe, Jennette, Mila D, Shelah, Sol, 
Josette, Fiona, Gwen, Pacit, Roni, Thesa, Nia, Maritone, 
Malou, Weng, Tonette, Aida, Joanie, Elma, Veling, Cora, 
Nanette, Eva, Salve, Doris, Teng, Ruby, Amy A, Luisa, 
Paz, Ellen, Jo, Arvee, Cheche, Agnes, Marilyn S, Pinky, 
Marilyn M,  Renee, Rose, Amy S, Terry, Dayang, Evelyn, 
Eileen, Jiji, Gayee, Laila, Marivic, Michelle, Mary Jean, 
Virgie, Tintin, Nira, Malou, Daphne, Lilian, Janelli, 
Angie, Gemma, Morena 

JF Pavico 

 

Fast facts about AQD women 
 MB Surtida 

 

SEAFDEC/AQD Staff: 79 women (43%), 105 men (57%) 

Permanent staff:  45 women (55%), 37 men (45%) 

Fixed-termers: 34 women (33%),  68 men (67%) 
 

Most AQD women are in the Research Division. 

AQD Women with PhDs: 8 permanent, 1 fixed-term 
 

Age range of AQD women: 

  27 are 20-29 years old 

 12 are 30-39 yr 

 12 are 40-49 yr 

 27 are 50-59 yr 
 

Civil status of AQD women: 17 single, 52 married  

 (15 are married to fellow AQD staff) 

AQD women with children: 45 (most with 4 children) 

Celebrating Veling 
 
Virgilia Sulit, our dear 

Ma’am Veling, is one of the 

pioneer  employees of 

SEAFDEC/AQD, 30 years 

running.  She has been 

Special Assistant to nearly 

all the AQD Chiefs.  Next to 

the Chief, Veling is the 

AQD personality that the 

SEAFDEC Secre ta ry-

General and the Secretariat 

in Bangkok knows and deals 

with. 

Veling has been much involved with SEAFDEC meetings, 

both with the Secretariat and for the various regional programs.    

She has developed a special way of organizing and 

documenting these meetings and has mentored several 

members of the Secretariat staff, including Policy and Program 

Coordinator Suriyan Vichitlekarn. 

Veling has been with SEAFDEC before computers were in 

wide use. Her work then involved drafting documents on a 

typewriter up to 3 AM, then submitting manually collated 

photocopies to end users by 7 AM. During the annual trade 

fairs and exhibits, AQD often came out the champion, thanks to 

Veling’s leadership.  Veling is a self-motivated, task-oriented, 

and considerate leader and team builder.  She is sensitive to the 

needs of the people she works with, but she is also a workaholic 

who demands output and excellence from her staff.   

Veling turns 60 on 24 December this year. As she retires, 

we are hard put to identify somebody who can take her place 

and do the same excellent job.    

 T Bagarinao, JM Ortiz 

 

Nia tops AquaHealth Online  
 

AquaHealth Online 2005 was 

successfully implemented with 22 

eLearners from 11 countries (8 women 

and 14 men), both private sector and 

government.  SEAFDEC/AQD 

enrolled six of its own staff, five from 

the Tigbauan Main Station and Mary 

Nia M. Santos of the Manila Office. 

        Of the 22 participants, 11 passed and were given 

Certificates of Training, and five were given Certificates as 

Observers. The 2005 Valedictorian was AQD’s own Nia, 

who got an average grade of 95%. Others who made it to the 

top 5 were Dr. Sixto A. Carlos  and Madeleine T. Navarce of 

the Philippines, Jesus Rodriguez of SEAFDEC/AQD, and 

Myat Khine Mar of Myanmar. 

Nia assisted WG Yap in the BFAR-WorldFish project, 

Adoption and Dissemination of Milkfish Technologies in the 
Philippines.  After AquaHealth Online, Nia transferred to 

Tigbauan Main Station and now works as Research Assistant 

at the Biotech Labs. 

CM Genzola 

Veling escorts Sec-Gen Dr. Siri 
during a trip to Igang Marine 

Station, January 2006 
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AQD hosts OIDCI training on mud crab farming 
 

On 21-23 February, the Orient Integrated Development 

Consultants Inc. (OIDCI) conducted a training workshop on 

mud crab farming for 18 Agricultural and Veterinary Officers 

of the Provincial Government of Northern Samar at AQD 

Tigbauan.  This training was funded by the AusAID under the 

Philippines-Australia Human Resources Development Facility. 

      OIDCI rented the TID Conference Room and AQD 

apartments  for the training and availed of  the services of AQD 

scientists ET Quinitio, FP Estepa, JH Primavera, and ME 

Rodriguez  as  lecturers.  The OIDCI training included lectures 

on crab biology, seed production, nursery rearing, grow-out in 

ponds and mangrove pens, crab fattening, economics, and stock 

enhancement. A demo on growing crablets in ponds was done 

at the Dumangas Brackishwater Station.  The participants also 

visited a private crab hatchery in Roxas City and observed crab 

trading in Pontevedra, Capiz. 

RF Bombeo  

OIDCI  training on mud crab production at AQD Tigbauan, 21-23 Feb 2006 

 

AQD hosts US Peace Corps training 
 

On 9 March 2006, AQD Chief Rolando Platon and Acting 

Country Director Thomas Gerhardt of the US Peace Corps 

Philippines signed a contract for use of AQD facilities for the 

Pre-Service Training of the Peace Corps volunteers. From 12 

March to 30 May 2006, AQD will be the Western Visayas 

Hubsite and will provide lodging, training facilities, and food 

catering for the trainers, staff, trainees, and authorized guests 

of the US Peace Corps. The Hub Manager is Ma. Shiela G. 

Gange. The Hubsite office is at the TID Building. 

Fifteen Peace Corps trainees are undergoing a 10-week 

community-based training in language, culture, and 

community development skills. They are immersed in 

communities in Antique, Iloilo, Capiz, Aklan, and Negros 

Occidental. They will assist in basic education of children, 

youth and families; in natural resources management; in 

small business and livelihood extension; and in water, 

sanitation, and solid waste management.  

TD Mallare 

Kai embraces life 
 

Kai Jens Kuhlmann and his wife, former AQD Researcher 

Maria Paz Pangantihon hit the headlines as victims of a heinous 

crime that instantly killed Paz on 29 June 2005. Paz took the 

bullets when she embraced her husband to shield him after he 

fell to the ground. Paz was an Instructor at Aklan State 

University College of Fisheries. Kai is a German consultant 

contracted by the German Development Service or Deutscher 

Entwicklungsdienst (DED), the equivalent of the US Peace 

Corps, to work on the rehabilitation of coral reefs in Aklan. 

Recalling the tragic incident, Kai says that despite his 

wounds, he did not lose consciousness and he watched 

desperately as Paz died. Kai’s suffered a shattered jaw, a 

punctured lung, and severed colon, and he still has bullet 

fragments that could not be removed at all. He stayed in 

intensive care for two months. The doctors repaired his 

shattered jaw and put in a titanium plate.  It took Kai three 

months before he could walk again. Therapy began by late 

September and he progressively improved.  In October 2005, 

Kai was down to half his original weight. By early December, 

he was able to walk up the stairs and wander around the helipad 

of the Makati Medical Center to regain his strength.  

During his confinement, Kai’s sister and parents flew in 

from Germany to visit him.  He was released from hospital on 

22 December and he gave a thanksgiving party for his friends. 

He spent Christmas in Makati with his DED family, then flew 

the following day to Iloilo in time for his son’s christening. On 

29 December, he flew back to Germany for more physical 

therapy.  Now he is more invigorated— “as good as it gets”, he 

writes, as he looks forward to returning to the Philippines in 

June 2006.  

Kai has not lost his sense of humor and even more so, his 

will to live. He can even joke about the titanium implant in his 

jaw— “from now on, I will trigger metal alarms and be 

suspected of being a terrorist”.  Despite all that has happened, 

Kai is ready to resume his work with the DED in the 

Philippines. He still wants to help marginalized communities 

build better lives. Kai’s tremendous will to live is inspired by 

his son. “What can I do? I have a son here in the Philippines. I 
saw Paz dying. I have to live! I have to survive! Who will take 
care of my son?”  

All of AQD looks forward to seeing Kai back in Iloilo. 

MLC Aralar 

Kai and Malou at Makati Med, 
October 2005; Kai in Germany, 
March 2006 
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… and a DA biotechnology consultation 
 

At the behest of Dr. Platon, AQD Tigbauan hosted on 13 

March 2006 a consultation for the preparation of the 

Department of Agriculture Research, Development, and 

Extension Program for Biotechnology 2006-2010.  The 

consultation was headed by Dr. Saturnina Halos of the DA, Dr. 

Evelyn Mae Mendoza of the University of the Philippines Los 

Baños, and Dr. Rafael Guerrero III of the Philippine Council 

for Marine and Aquatic Research and Development of the 

Department of Science and Technology.  

Several AQD scientists, including the three visiting 

university researchers, attended the meeting.  The consultation 

reviewed existing and proposed biotechnology programs and 

identified priority areas and feasible targets under defined 

conditions.  The hope is to optimize existing biotechnology 

capabilities and address deficiencies in research facilities, 

manpower, and funds to achieve an environment for continuing 

innovations.    

The Department of Agriculture biotechnology consultation held at AQD Tigbauan, 13 March 2006  

AQD hosts visiting university researchers  
 

SEAFDEC/AQD works closely with the Department of 

Agriculture of the Philippines, particularly in the joint 

operation and maintenance of the Laboratory Facilities for 

Advanced Aquaculture Technologies, located at the AQD 

campus in Tigbauan but owned by the Government of the 

Philippines as grant-in-aid from the Government of Japan 

through the Japan International Cooperation Agency.  AQD 

Chief RR Platon actively invited government and university 

researchers to do biotechnology research at AQD.  Three 

projects are currently being carried out at AQD by professors 

from Philippine universities: 

 

�� Dr. Mary Jane Amar of the University of the Philippines in 

the Visayas 

Nutritional factors and microbial derivatives as immuno-

stimulants in grouper  

�� Dr. Jose Oclarit of the Mindanao State University Iligan 

Institute of Technology  

Polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) for aquaculture and 

human nutrition  

�� Dr. Ronelie Salvador of the University of Eastern Philippines 

Strain improvement of farmed carrageenan-producing 

seaweeds 

Left tables: Dr. Evelyn Mae Mendoza (red outfit), Professor of the University of the Philippines in Los Baños, Dr. Saturnina Halos, Consultant of the Department of 
Agriculture, and Dr. Rafael Guerrero III, Executive Director of PCMARD-DOST 
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Agriculture USec Salvador Salacup opens the Third National Tilapia Congress in San Fernando in Pampanga on 2-4 March 2006 

AQD joins Third National Tilapia Congress  

 
AQD co-sponsored the Third National Tilapia Congress  held at 

the WOW! Philippines Hilaga Paskuhan Village in San 

Fernando City, Pampanga, on 2-4 March 2006.  The event was 

organized by the Philippine Tilapia Inc. (PTI) and hosted by the 

Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources (BFAR) Region III, 

the Tilapia Capital of the Philippines. 

The SEAFDEC/AQD booth was manned by Research 

Head WG Yap, Binangonan Station Head MLC Aralar, and 

researchers MRR Eguia and RV Eguia. The AQD booth 

showcased aquaculture publications and information, with 

special focus on tilapia.  Bestsellers were the tilapia manuals of 

MRR Eguia and RV Eguia.  After the opening ceremonies, 

Under Secretary Salvador Salacup visited the AQD booth and 

was provided copies of the tilapia manuals.  On the second day, 

MLC Aralar presented a lecture on Freshwater Aquaculture 

Manpower Development.  

One of the highlights of the Tilapia Congress was the On-

the-Spot Painting Contest, “Tilapia: A Sustainable Industry”.  

Some 22 students from different high schools in Region 3 

joined the contest.  The entries were judged on the basis of 

visual impact, creativity, originality, and adherence to the 

theme.  The board of judges was chaired by Pol Mesina, Jr., an 

artist and art instructor. He was assisted by BFAR III Regional 

Director Remedios Ongtanco, and AQD’s WG Yap. 

     First Prize winner Jeffrey Aquino received a gift certificate 

worth P5,000 from ShoeMart plus a cash prize of P3,000 from 

Director Ongtanco.  Second placer Juan Miguel Llegas received 

an SM gift certificate worth P3,000 and third placer Mark 

Cortez got P2,000.  All participants received gift packs from 

event sponsors. 

MLC Aralar 

Tilapia Can Fill the Ocean  
Jeffrey Aquino  

Art Adviser - Yolanda Narciso 

 

Jeffrey sees the tilapia as a food that 

can feed the country if only the 

citizens will recognize its worth and 

culture the fish.  “Pagkumain ng 
tilapia, walang magugutom.  Kahit 
saan, mayroon nito: sa ilog, sa sapa, 
sa palayan, sa palaisdaan. Kapag 
nagpalago ng tilapia, maraming 
pagkakataon mapaunlad ang ating 
bayan kung magsisipag lang ang ating 
mamamayan palaguin ang tilapia.” 
 
 
Tilapia - A Sustainable Industry  
Juan Miguel Llegas  

Art Adviser - Connie Rubio 

  

Juan Miguel sees the tilapia as a food 

that is eaten by both rich and poor. 

The tilapia is the hope of the country 

in supporting our economy.  “Mahirap 
o mayaman kumakain ng tilapia.  Siya 
rin ang sumosuporta sa ekonomiya ng 
Pilipinas.” 
 
 
Tilapia, a Voracious Eater for Happy 
Eating People  
Mark Cortez  

Art Adviser - Ms. Concepcion 

      

Mark had this to say about his master 

piece, “The Philippines is the fourth 

largest producer of tilapia. Our tilapia 

is very voracious and setting them on 

the dinner table will make the Filipino 

people hearty eaters—just like the 

tilapia. Our tilapia is very competitive 

worldwide.” 
Winning painters promote tilapia aquaculture 
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Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Center Rolando R. Platon, PhD 
Aquaculture Department      AQD Chief (1996 to 2006) 
        

      Major Accomplishments 
 

Emphasized the translation of aquaculture research into solutions for industry problems and 
production of fish and other aquatic products for food, income, and jobs 
 

Before Dr. Platon: 
Aquaculture research   —>  scientific publications + technologies + training courses + extension manuals + information 
 

During Dr. Platon’s stewardship: 
Aquaculture research  —>  scientific publications + technologies + training courses + extension manuals + information  

 —> technology transfer + solutions to industry problems + farmed seafood + livelihoods 

Established infrastructure to facilitate technology verification, demonstration, transfer, and 
commercialization  
 

�� Integrated Fish Broodstock and Hatchery Demonstration Complex (inaugurated 1998) 

�� Dumangas Brackishwater Station (16 ha of ponds acquired in 1998) 

�� Igang Mariculture Park (marine cages set up in 2001 for training and demonstration) 

�� Shrimp Broodstock Facility (to be built in 2006) 

Dr. Rolando R. Platon holds a PhD in Bioresources Engineering from the University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada 
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Initiated the plan and obtained the grant for the Laboratory Facilities for Advanced Aquaculture 
Technologies (inaugurated in 2003, a P430 Million grant-aid from the Government of Japan to the 
Government of the Philippines) 

 

�� Molecular Microbiology Laboratory 

�� Molecular Endocrinology and 

Genetics Laboratory 

�� Algal Production Laboratory 

�� Fish Feed Technology Laboratory 

�� Infection Laboratory 

�� Enclosed Wet Laboratories 

Sourced more funds for improvement of buildings and facilities and acquisition of state-of-the-
art laboratory equipment 
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Property and equipment 

Land and improvements 

Buildings and improvements 

SEAFDEC Aquaculture Department 
Cumulative Balances 1973—2004 

(red bars during the tenure of Dr. Rolando Platon) 
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Implemented SEAFDEC Departmental programs with attention to cost effectiveness and delivery 
of products and services to stakeholders 
 

Programs in 2005: 

�� Mud crab seed production 

�� Marine fish seed production 

�� Shrimp domestication 

�� Integrated abalone production system 

�� Freshwater aquaculture for livelihood 

�� Aquaculture biotechnology  

�� Aquaculture technology verification, 

demonstration, and commercialization  

Streamlined the organization, personnel, programs, and operations of AQD after a 20-50% 
reduction in funding from the Host Government in 2002-2004 
 

Now with only P100 Million annual funds from the host Government of the Philippines, AQD has reduced the mandatory 

expenses for personnel and operations in order to have adequate funds for its Departmental programs and thereby sustain its 

commitment to the aquaculture industry in the Philippines and in Southeast Asia. 
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Implemented several SEAFDEC regional programs to the satisfaction of the Member-Countries 
 

�� Regionalization of the Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries 

�� Mangrove-Friendly Aquaculture in Southeast Asia 

�� Regional Fish Diseases Program 

�� R&D on Stock Enhancement for Threatened  Species of International Concern 

�� Integrated Regional Aquaculture Program 
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Strengthened AQD cooperation with aquaculture organizations, development agencies, and 
academic institutions, including: 

 

�� Japan International Research Center for Agricultural Sciences  

�� Japan International Cooperation Agency  

�� Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation  

�� European Union – European Commission  

�� Asia-Europe Meeting Aquaculture Platform 

�� Australian Center for International Agricultural Research   

�� United Nations Educational, Scientific, Cultural Organization  

�� Network of Aquaculture Centers in the Asia-Pacific  

�� UN Food and Agriculture Organization 

�� Office International des Epizooties  

�� World Fish Center  

�� Asian Fisheries Society 

�� Meralco Foundation 

�� University of the Philippines 

�� Mindanao State University 

�� University of Eastern Philippines 

Intensified aquaculture training, technology packaging, 
information dissemination, and popularization 
 

�� Built FishWorld, a museum and visitor center for science and environment 

education of the general public 

�� Textbook-Writing Project produced Health Management in Aquaculture and 

Nutrition in Tropical Aquaculture 

�� Initiated e-learning courses: AquaHealth Online and AquaNutrition Online 

�� Offered more training courses for diverse clients, more from the private sector 

�� Communicated more with the media 
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My dear AQD colleagues and friends, 
 

April 7, 2006 marks the end of my fifth and final term, 

completing exactly ten years of service as AQD Chief. Those 

ten years made up the “shortest” ten years of my life. Time 

really flew fast. Anyhow, I consider it special that I was given 

opportunity to steer AQD during the transition from the second 

to the third millennium. 

The transition into the third millennium brought many 

challenges, but also offered opportunities. We had to be aware 

of these challenges (poverty, food insecurity, environmental 

degradation, etc.) and use them as guideposts in the formulation 

of our programs. On the other hand, we had to take advantage 

of new opportunities from recent developments in science and 

technology (IT, biotechnology, etc.) and those from our own 

R&D outputs so we could work out solutions to overcome the 

challenges effectively and efficiently. 

Looking back 10 years and breezing through AQD’s 

accomplishments, I consider those 10 years to be productive 

and fulfilling. AQD’s work had touched the lives of our various 

stakeholders and increased AQD’s capacity to face greater 

challenges. 

Given the large volume of research papers AQD had 

produced over the first 20 years and the technologies developed 

here and in other countries, it was time in 1996 to intensify 

technology verification and demonstration to bridge the gap 

between AQD’s research output and the industry’s need for 

sustainable technologies. We standardized technology protocols 

at AQD’s facilities, then verified and demonstrated these 

through collaborative arrangements with BFAR in their demo-

training centers or with the private sector, people’s 

organizations, and other agencies. Beneficiaries of livelihood 

demonstration projects included rebel returnees in the 

hinterlands of Capiz as well as MNLF commanders in Sulu and 

Basilan. Later, technology demonstrations were extended to 

other SEAFDEC Member Countries. 

We had to establish new infrastructure or improve existing 

ones to facilitate technology verification and demonstration.  

We built the Integrated Broodstock and Hatchery Complex and 

acquired the Dumangas Brackishwater Station. We had to 

establish linkage with collaborators from the private sector, 

government agencies, financing institutions, in addition to other 

research and academic institutions. For regional projects, we 

had to collaborate with the lead fishery agencies. Contributions 

from the private sector and other collaborating institutions 

helped augment our financial situation. 

We continued research on technology refinements for  

important aquaculture commodities in the region and developed 

new hatchery and nursery technologies for mud crab and 

abalone.  AQD’s scientific papers continued to reap recognition 

from different award-giving institutions.   

We had to employ more innovative research methods to 

fully understand the gaps in information and technologies. Thus 

we worked for the establishment of the Laboratory Facilities for 

Advanced Aquaculture Technologies, a grant-aid from the 

Government of Japan to the Philippine government through 

DA/BFAR. Results of biotechnological studies led to more 

effective and faster methods in fish disease diagnosis, growth 

enhancement in fish, alternative nutrient sources, and improved 

seaweed strain.  

We intensified aquaculture training, information 

dissemination, and popularization. We carried out numerous 

regular and special training courses. We have designed and 

successfully implemented since 2002 two e-learning (online) 

courses in aquatic animal health and nutrition which allowed a 

wider range of trainees, even from outside SEAFDEC region, to 

avail of our courses without having to leave their places of 

work. We produced university-level textbooks from the 

research and training materials accumulated over the years. We 

also continued the production or updating of our extension 

manuals.  SEAFDEC FishWorld was established to provide 

science and environment education to the general public in 

order to strengthen the literacy framework and enhance 

society’s awareness of the need for sustainable aquaculture. 

We implemented several regional programs with 

component activities in different Member Countries. Their 

active involvement in AQD programs led to closer relations and 

cooperation among research institutions and researchers of the 

SEAFDEC Member Countries. 

There were also troubled and turbulent times. AQD 

received generous budgetary allocation from the host Philippine 

Government until 2002, but the national financial crisis led to a 

drastic reduction of the budget for AQD starting in 2003. AQD 

adapted to the reduced budget—streamlined its operations and 

personnel, adopted a program-based functional structure, 

prioritized activities supporting national programs and 

collaborated with other academic and research institutions in 

the country, and strengthened regional collaboration by tapping 

the existing expertise and facilities of the Member Countries. 

The streamlining involved a reduction of staff and was painful 

for everyone, but it had to be done in order to have a healthy 

balance between personnel salaries and funds for programs. 

AQD weathered all these problems without faltering in its 

commitment to its various stakeholders. 

We regularly received recognition or commendation from 

recipient Member Countries during SEAFDEC Council 

Meetings and Program Committee Meetings signifying their 

satisfaction in the implementation of our programs. Testimonies 

of farmers and various officials detailed the benefits they 

gained from out technologies. Our technologies had been 

promoted for adoption with funding support from government 

agencies or financial institutions.  Requests had increased for 

training and technical assistance on various aquaculture 

technologies from both SEAFDEC Member Countries and non-

members. Government agencies and policy makers adopted 

several policy recommendations we submitted.  

We demolished the public perception of AQD as an ivory 

tower and instead built a bridge that facilitated linkage with our 

stakeholders.  I hope that AQD will continue to narrow the gap 

until there is no more. 

These accomplishments would not have been possible 

without the commitment and cooperation of all AQD staff. I 

congratulate and thank you all for doing your part. I also thank 

the SEAFDEC Council for giving me the trust and confidence, 

the Philippine Government for providing the needed 

contribution and financial resources; and the various national, 

regional and international organizations and institutions for 

collaborating with AQD.   

My best wishes to everyone! 
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